HIGH PERFORMANCE DUAL NEBULISER

Treatment that starts
and stops with you.

MaxiNeb Duo is a high performing, dual mode nebuliser which provides the
clinician and patient with the ability to instantly switch between patient controlled
or continuous treatment, improving patient comfort, increasing caregiver and
surrounding environment safety and reducing medicine wastage.

PATIENT CONTROLLED MODE

CONTINUOUS MODE

Press/release the trigger to
start/stop the treatment.

Press the trigger and engage the snap
lock to begin continuous treatment.

Unique Design
The unique valve and filter design reduces
medicine wastage and also protects
caregivers and the clinical environment
from cross contamination and inhaling
aerosolized medicine.
The patented dual mode improves patient
comfort with the ability to switch between
either continuous or patient controlled
treatment.

EXPIRATORY FILTER
The Bacterial/Viral filter reduces the
expiration of the aerosolised medicine,
trapping bacteria and viruses and thus
reducing the risk of cross contamination
and protecting caregivers and the clinical
environment against aerosol inhalation.

Air flows through the vent hole
when the trigger is released.

BREATH ENHANCED
TECHNOLOGY (BET)
When the patient inhales, the unique
design of MaxiNeb Duo allows more
air to enter the Nebuliser, speeding up
the circulation of the mist, enabling the
treatment to immediately pass to the
patient.

When the trigger is pressed, the vent hole
seals, directing the air flow towards the
venturi creating medicated particles.

ERGONOMIC DESIGN
The bottles ergonomic design provides
improved grip and control for both the
clinician and patient.

CLINICAL PERFORMANCE
Bacterial Efficiency

99.97%

Viral Efficiency

99.63%

Fastest Patient Treatment time

< 3 mins

Drug Deposition

> 1,058ug

Environmental Loss

4%

Respirable dose

77% with particles between 0.5 - 5.0 um

Smallest Particle Size

<2.07 in the range of (0.5 - 5 um)

MaxiNeb Duo + Mouthpiece Kits
QTY

032-10-038

MaxiNeb Duo Nebuliser with Mouthpiece and Tubing

50

032-10-039

MaxiNeb Duo Nebuliser with Mouthpiece, Tubing and Filter

50

032-10-035

MaxiNeb Duo Filter

50

MaxiNeb Duo + Mask Kits
ADULT

PAEDIATRIC

032-10-046

032-10-083

MaxiNeb Duo Nebuliser with Closed System Mask, Tubing and Filter

50

032-10-049

032-10-085

MaxiNeb Duo Nebuliser with Closed System Mask, Tubing, Filter and Mouthpiece

50

QTY
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